Competition Policy
Boulder Judge – Assessment
Name of Judge: _________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________
Assessor: _________________________________________________
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Part 1: Assessment
1. What do you do if you are unsure about a decision?
2. In a 5on/5off format when is the competitor overtime?
3. In a 4+ format when is the competitor overtime?
4. Name two times when you can call a climber off the wall?
5. What holds can a competitor touch before starting their attempt?
6. What is the correct starting position for a problem?
7. If you call a climber off the wall what score would you give them?
8. When can you offer the points for the bonus hold?
9. When can you offer the points for the final hold?
10. When would it be appropriate to warn a climber during their attempt?
11. Can a climber use a bolthole on a hold during theit attempt?
12. Can a climber use a bolthole on a volume during their attempt?
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13. Can a climber use the top of the wall before the validation of the top hold?
14. What does black tape signify on a boulder?
15. Who is allowed in isolation?
16. Under what circumstance can someone leave and return to isolation?
17. What happens if a competitor is seen to use an electronic device capable of communication
(telephone/iPod/etc)?
18. What should you do if a coach/ competitor exhibits bad sportsmanship or refuses to follow
directions?
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Part 2: Competition Day

Is focusing in the judging tasks: Yes / No
Is not making judging mistakes: Yes / No
Knowledge of the rules: Yes / No
Judging is consistent: Yes / No
Reacts well in litigious situations: Yes / No
Assessor comments:

Level of certification: ____________________________
Result:

Qualified

Signed: ____________________________

Not Qualified
Date: __________________________

(Head Judge or Jury President)
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